Abstract: The problem that this paper investigates, namely, the working route assignment (WRA) problem, is one that arises naturally from problems of survivable network design that have recently received significant attention in data networking community. We consider an existing MPLS backbone transport network, which is in an operational phase and augmenting its resources is not possible. To address the issue of network survivability we apply restoration, i.e. after a network failure broken connections are dynamically restored. The main goal of our work is twofold. First, we want to develop an effective objective function for optimization of working routes in order to scale network flows and prepare the network for future failures and restoration. Second, we plan to find an efficient method to solve the WRA problem with this new objective function. Therefore, a function called RCL (Residual Capacity and Lost Flow in Link) facilitating the function LFL (Lost Flow in Link) developed previously by the author is formulated. Next, we present an approximation approach, called Lagrangean relaxation with heuristics (LRH) aimed to solve WRA with RCL as objective function. We further draw comparisons between LRH and an existing heuristic based on Flow Deviation algorithm. We also examine the performance of RCL against other functions in the context of network survivability. The results of simulation tests demonstrate that the new algorithm provides sub-optimal results, which are significantly better than other heuristic and the new function RCL can be effectively applied for assignment of working routes in survivable MPLS networks.
Introduction
It is apparent that survivability is absolutely crucial for building efficient backbone computer networks. Due to a big competition on the telecommunication market, service providers and telecoms should answer users' expectations and provide reliable services with Quality of Service (QoS) guarantees. The explosive growth of the Internet and network technologies like MPLS (MultiProtocol Label Switching) are the two key drivers for the development of new transport equipment and network protection and restoration related standards. Moreover, since network technologies continue to improve and converge, protection and restoration schemes become available at multiple layers. Therefore, many researches formulate and solve different optimization problems related to network survivability [1] , [3] [4] [5] , [10] , [20] , [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] .
Our article focuses on issues of routes assignment in survivable MPLS (MultiProtocol Label Switching) networks. However, our results can be applied also for optimization of other connection-oriented (c-o) networks like optical networks or ATM (Asynchronous Transfer Mode). In c-o networks information between end systems is transported along an established virtual circuit. Flow of c-o networks can be modeled as non-bifurcated multicommodity flow [16] , [20] . C-o network technologies use comparable approaches to provide network survivability. The key idea of this approach is as follows. Each virtual circuit, has a working route and a backup route. The working route carries data in normal, failure-free state of the network. After a failure of the working route the failed circuit is switched to the backup route.
We focus on an existing MPLS backbone transport network, which is in an operational phase and augmenting its resources is not possible. To address the issue of network survivability we apply restoration, i.e. after a network failure broken connections are dynamically restored. We propose an effective heuristic for the problem of working routes assignment (WRA) in survivable MPLS networks formulated in. As an objective we apply an objective function called RCL (Residual Capacity and Lost Flow in Link), which is a combination of the Lost Flow in Link (LFL) function proposed in [27] [28] and reciprocal of residual capacity. Results presented in [25] [26] [27] [28] shows that applying various functions based on LFL can significantly improve network survivability in terms of lost flow due to a failure of a single link.
The concept of approximation and heuristic algorithms is significant in many areas of science and engineering. Common practice with various optimization problems confirms that that obtaining a partially accurate answer, in relatively short time, can be much preferable to having to wait an excessively long time for an optimal solution. Therefore, heuristics that can combine mathematical theory, computational efficiency and practicality are developed for many practical problems encountered in engineering. Since, the considered optimization problem is NP-complete [20] , we propose a Lagrangeanrelaxation method combined with subgradient optimization to iteratively solve the problem by a heuristic algorithm based on Flow Deviation [6] method using as initial solutions results given by solving dual problems. Lagrangean relaxation with subgradient optimization has been used successfully applied by several researchers for solving various communication network routing problems [5] , [7] , [12] , [21] or combined routing and capacity design problems [8] , [10] , [13] [14] , [17] , [20] .
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 includes a brief introduction to survivability of MPLS networks. In section 3 we present a definition of a new objective function and formulation of the WRA optimization problem. Section 4 presents the Lagrangean relaxation of the WRA_RCL problem. In Section 5 we present a heuristic algorithm based on Lagrangean relaxation and subgradient optimization. Section 6 contains solving of the Lagrangean relaxation problem. In Section 7 we report simulation results. Finally, Section 8 concludes this work.
Survivability of MPLS Networks
The MultiProtocol Label Switching (MPLS) approach proposed by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) [22] is a networking technology that enables delivering of traffic engineering capability and QoS performance for carrier networks. MPLS node that is capable of forwarding IP packets and supports MPLS is called a label switching router (LSR). The path through one or more LSRs at one level of the hierarchy followed by a packet in a particular FEC (Forwarding Equivalence Class) is known as a label switched path (LSP).
MPLS networks realize fast restoration from a network failure by switching affected LSPs over alternate routes. There are two models for path recovery in MPLS: rerouting (restoration) and protection switching. Recovery by rerouting is defined as establishing new paths on demand for restoring traffic after the occurrence of a failure. The recovery paths may be found using network routing policies, precomputed configurations and network topology information. After detecting a failure, paths are established using signaling. Since more operations must be done, rerouting is much slower than protection switching mechanism. However, while network resources do not have to be reserved until the failure, rerouting is easier. Protection switching recovery mechanisms use preestablished recovery paths, based upon network routing policies, the restoration requirements of the traffic on the working path, and administrative considerations. When a failure occurs, the protected traffic is switched over to the recovery path(s) and restored. It must be noted that protection switching and rerouting may be used together. For instance, in order to recover online a failed path and provide connectivity protection switching may be used. Rerouting may be applied to determine a new optimal network configuration and rearrange paths in an offline manner [10] , [23] .
There are three configurations of working and recovery paths for rerouting and protection switching in MPLS networks [10] , [23] :
• Local repair. Known also as local recovery, protects the working path against a link or neighbor node failure. Local repair can be of two types: link recovery/restoration, node recovery/restoration. The former one assumes, that the recovery path routes around a failed link. The alternate path is found between the two LSRs on the ends of a failed link. In latter case, the recovery path may be configured to route around a failed neighbor node.
• Global repair. The main idea of global repair, called also edge-to-edge rerouting, is to protect the working path against any link or node fault on a path, except the failures occurring at the ingress node of the protected path.
• Reverse backup. In the reverse backup approach the traffic of failed link is reversed from the point of a failure, i.e. the ingress node of the failed link, back to the source (ingress) node of the protected working path. That node reroutes incoming traffic to alternative recovery paths.
More information on MPLS survivability can be found [10] , [23] [24] .
Problem Formulation
In this paper we consider an existing backbone MPLS network. We assume that the network is in an operational phase and augmenting of its resources (links, capacity) is not possible in a short time perspective. Similar approach was applied in [18] [19] . It should be noted that most of former research on network design problems that addresses the problem of survivability try to optimize the spare capacity that must be added in order to provide 100% restoration. Since we cannot augment capacity or other resources, the only way to prepare the network for restoration is the "accurate" allocation of network flows. After a network failure some broken connections can be un-restored due to limited resources of spare (residual) capacity. Therefore, the objective of our study is to optimize the working routes to minimize the lost flow -flow of all un-restored connections. Our failure scenario is a single failure of a link. According to [10] it is the most probable failure in modern backbone networks. To simplify the problem, we assume that probability of each failure is the same. Therefore, we don't incorporate failure probabilities to the lost flow function. Consequently, we apply lost flow instead of expected lost flow as in [18] .
Note that if we consider network protection, the considered problem could be solved by joint optimization of working and backup routes. Since the optimization has to be conducted jointly over working and backup routes, the complexity of such a problem grows tremendously. Therefore, a common way is to partition the problem into two simpler problems: first optimize working routes and next find backup routes for already established primary routes [18] , [25] . Certainly, such an approach doesn't guarantee global optimum. Moreover, efficiency of this concept depends on the objective function used for optimization of working routes. In this section we present two functions that, in our opinion, could guarantee good optimization of working routes in the context of network survivability.
Definition of LFL Function
In this subsection we will briefly formulate and discuss the LFL (Lost Flow in Link) function. For more details on LFL refer to [26] [27] [28] . We have developed the LFL function for local repair method. We consider a computer network modeled as (G,c), whereG=(V ,A) is a directed graph with n vertices representing routers or switches and m arcs representing directed links, c : A → R + is a function that defines capacities of the arcs. We denote by o : A → V and d : A → V functions defining the origin and destination node of each arc. In our approach we assume that bandwidth of various connections using the same link can be summed to check capacity constraints. The notion of equivalent capacity -proposed in papers [11] , [15] -provides a unified metric representing the load for the LSP and can be applied for determining the estimated bandwidth requirement for connections.
To mathematically represent the problem, we introduce the following notations 
We define spare (residual) capacity of an arc as a difference between capacity and flow in that arc. The spare capacity is used only for the purpose of rerouting of failed connections.
For the sake of simplicity we introduce the following function
To examine main characteristics of the local restoration we consider an arc a ∈ A. We assume failure of a. In the local rerouting flow on the arc a must be rerouted by the source node of the arc a. Therefore, spare capacity of outgoing arcs of o(a) except k is a potential bottleneck of the restoration process. If spare capacity of arcs leaving node o(a) is relatively small, some flow of the arc k could be lost. We define the function LF L out a of the arc a flow lost in the node o(a) in the following way
Formula (3) can be interpreted as residual flow, if any at origin node of arc a, available for rerouting of connections using a after a failure of a. Correspondingly, we can define function LF L in a of lost flow that cannot be restored using arcs entering the node d(a).
Notice 
Without loss of generality we can assume that h links leaving node v are indexed 1,2,. . . ,h and 
Using LFL a we formulate a function LFL showing preparation of the whole network to local restoration after a failure of any single arc. As mentioned above, we assume that probability of each arc failure is the same. Therefore, probability is not included in this function
non-decreasing, piece-wise linear functions for any feasible flow f . The function LF L(f ) is differentiable except points for which one of the following condition holds
Other interesting properties of functions defined above functions can be found in [26] [27] [28] . The concept of LFN and LFL functions was successfully applied to dynamic and static optimization of routes in MPLS and network ATM.
In order to make easier the consideration we introduce a new function
Next we define the following function
Combining function τ out v (f ) and τ in v (f ) we can define the following function
In similar way we define the following function
can be interpreted as a link metric calculated according the LFL function.
Definition of RCL Function
Function LFL (7) was applied for optimization of working routes in a network using local restoration [27] [28] . LFL is a relatively tight lower bound of the lost flow because the restoration is performed locally. Now we discuss in brief the LFL function in the context of global repair. In global repair origin nodes of connections perform the rerouting of failed LSPs. The source of physical failure is not on average adjacent to the end nodes of failed paths. However, every node still has to provide some residual capacity required under this scenario. A major difference from local repair is that many end-node pairs are affected and each node-pair is concerned only with restoration of a portion of flow that the failed link carries [10] . Consequently, LFL could also improve the network survivability for global repair method.
As mentioned above, LFL is a piece-wise linear function. Note that for relatively small network load, value of LFL can be 0, if there is enough resources of residual capacity in links leaving and entering each node. This property is a potential drawback of LFL applied as objective for working paths assignment. An optimization algorithm, when it finds an assignment that yields LFL=0, terminates. Consequently, network flows can be scaled not uniformly. Another potential disadvantage of LFL is that this function depends on the flows leaving and entering nodes. It is not directly connected with flows on individual arcs. Certainly, a particular arc's flow influences LFL, however only when considered with flows of other arcs connected to the same node.
Let's consider a simple example to illustrate this problem. For simplicity we take into account only one node v and three arcs leaving node v, which are indexed 1, 2, 3. Let's assume that capacities of these arcs are c 1 =3, c 2 =4 and c 3 =5. Flow allocated in the following way:
The same value of LFN can be obtained also for the following values of arcs' flows:
Notice that for the first scenario, values of residual capacity are: 0.5, 0.5, 4; respectively. Corresponding values of the second scenario are: 1.5, 1.5, 2. Certainly, the second allocation of flows is better from the perspective of traffic engineering, since flows are allocated more proportionally. Thus, LFN function and consequently also LFL function, cannot always lead to the appropriate allocation of flows in terms of traffic engineering and network survivability. Therefore, we propose to apply for the assignment of working routes the following functions
RCL (Residual Capacity and LFL) is a combination of two functions: reciprocal of residual capacity and LFL. The former function guarantees proportional allocation of network flows. Moreover, the capacity constraint (flow of link cannot exceed link capacity) is incorporated to RCL as a kind of penalty function. The latter function, based on LFL function, adds some survivability capabilities to RCL, as discussed above. Note that if the network load is relatively small, the numerator of RCL a is equal to 1, since LFL a and l LFL a is 0. Only when the network load grows in an adequate amount, numerator of RCL a increases. l LFL a can be interpreted, as a special reinforcement factor that increases the impact of particular arc a if in origin or destination node of a some flow can be lost after network failure. RCL function is similar to the network delay function [2] , [6] , [16] , [20] widely applied for optimization of network flows. However, in our approach we incorporate to the function a factor based on the LFL function.
Problem Formulation
Now we will formulate the optimization problem WRA_RCL of working routes' assignment with the objective function RCL given by (14) .
To formulate the optimization problem we use the following notations The WRA_RCL optimization problem can be formulated as follows
subject to
The objective function (15) is discussed in Section 3.2. Condition (16) states that the each connection can use only one working route. Constraint (17) ensures that decision variables are binary ones. (18) is a definition of a link flow. Finally, (19) denotes the capacity constraint. In the problem (15-19) we must find a feasible non-bifurcated m.c. flow f flow that minimizes the value of the RCL function and satisfies the capacity constraint. We assume that sets of candidate routes are known.
Accordingly to [7] we transform the WRA_RCL problem into an equivalent formulation, which is better suited for a Lagrangean relaxation procedure. Since the objective function (15) is increasing with f a we can replace equality (18) with an inequality leading to the following problem
Lagrangean Relaxation
The main idea of the Lagrangean Relaxation (LR) decomposition algorithm is to take into account the dual problem of by relaxing constraints to obtain a simpler subproblem iteratively to drive towards the optimal solution of the original problem. Therefore, a suitable constraint set is chosen to be relaxed. In both formulations of WRA_RCL problem ((15-19) and (20-24)) we apply the link-path formulation of non-bifurcated multicommodity flow. Some related papers network routing problems [5] , [12] [13] [14] , [21] that use Lagrangean relaxation to routing problems use the node-link formulation. But, in both cases the dual is constructed similarly in order to obtain an optimization problem that can be decoupled into two independent subproblems, for which one of them is the minimum cost routing problem with link metrics given by Lagrangean multipliers.
A popular approach of LR applied to various communication problems is to relax the capacity constraint, e.g. [10] , [12] [13] [14] , [20] . In our case we use the approach proposed in [7] and relax the constraint (23) using a vector of positive Lagrangean multipliers λ a , a ∈ A. Consequently, the following Lagrangean relaxation of problem WRA_RCL is formulated as follows
subject to (21) (22) , (24) . The set of feasible solutions for the problem WRA_RCL is a subset of the set of feasible solutions for the Lagrangean relaxation of WRA_RCL. Since we assume that
in any feasible solution for problem WRA, the term
is non-positive. Therefore, the (25) never exceeds the value of the objective function in problem WRA_RCL. Thus, accordingly to Lagrangean relaxation theory, whenever problem WRA_RCL has a feasible solution, ϕ(λ) ≤ . Consequently, for each vector of multipliers λ, ϕ(λ) is a lower bound of RCL function. The best lower bound can be obtained for the vector of multipliers λ * for which ϕ(λ * ) = max λ ϕ(λ) .
Subgradient Search
Let x k p (λ) and f a (λ) be an optimal solution of Lagrangean relaxation for a fixed vector of multipliers λ. The corresponding subgradient of the dual function (25) at λ is given by
The multipliers are updated as follows
The step-size, t k , can be given as [7] , [20] 
ϕ denotes un upper bound on the dual function, which can be calculated using a heuristic algorithm that can find a feasible solution of the primal problem. Note that ρ is commonly used in the range 0≤ρ≤2 [20] .
The following algorithm presents the subgradient optimization procedure applied to Lagrangean relaxation of WRA_RCL problem.
Algorithm LRH_RCL
Step 0. Select an initial λ 0 . Set ρ:=2, ρ min :=0.005, i:=0, ρ iter :=0, i max =100, ρ maxiter =3, best :=∝, λ * :=λ 0 . Using a heuristic, compute an overestimate ϕ of φ(λ * ) or set ϕ to an arbitrary large value.
Step 1. Set i:=i+1, ρ iter :=ρ iter +1. Given λ i , solve the Lagrangean Relaxation of WRA_RCL as decoupled subproblems to obtain φ(λ i ),
Step 2a. If (φ(λ i )>φ(λ * )) then λ * :=λ i and ρ iter :=-1.
Step 2b. Use x i , f i to compute feasible primal objective of the problem (20-24) using FD_RCL algorithm. If < best then best := , x best :=x i ,f best :=f i , ϕ := best .
Step 2c. If (ρ iter >ρ maxiter ) then ρ:=max{ρ/2,ρ min } and ρ iter :=0.
Step 3. Use decoupled solutions x i , f i to compute: subgradient γ i (λ i ) (refer to (27)); step size t i (refer to (29)); multipliers λ i+1 (refer to (28)).
Step 4. If i>i max , stop. Otherwise go to 1. The objective of algorithm LRH_RCL is to find a suboptimal, feasible solution of the WRA_RCL problem. In Step 1, LRH_RCL generates a vector x i denoting routes of each connection. This solution is optimal for Lagrangean dual, however, there is no guarantee that x i is feasible (in terms of capacity constraint) for primal problem, because of a gap between the primal and dual problem. Thus, it is important to find a primal feasible solution from the dual solution. To achieve this goal we use a heuristic procedure FD_RCL [29] based on the FDNB (Flow Deviation for Non-Bifurcated flows) algorithm proposed in [6] and applied by the author for in various optimization problems [2] , [16] , [20] . The FD_RCL is a modification of FD, in which the objective function is RCL (14) . Link metrics applied to find the shortest routes in Step 1 of FD, are given by RCL a (13) . For more details on FD_RCL see [29] .
If the vector x i obtained in iteration of LRH_RCL constitutes a feasible solution (in terms of capacity constraint) of primal problem (15-19), we use it as an initial solution for FD_RCL algorithm. Otherwise, the vector x i is an input solution for Initial Flow Deviation (IFD) algorithm called in (Fratta et al., 1973 ) Phase 1 of FD. The goal of this procedure is to calculate a feasible assignment of routes. It applies the average delay function that incorporates the capacity constraint as a penalty function. The original IFD uses as a starting solution shortest routes computed according to the reciprocal of arc capacity. If IFD using x i is an input finds a feasible route assignment, the FD_RCL is applied to improve the result. For more details on FD please refer to [6] , [16] , [20] , [25] , [27] .
Solving the Lagrangean Relaxation Problem
Subgradient optimization procedure can find good solutions only when Lagrangean problem is solved efficiently. Therefore, we rewrite the objective function (25) of Lagrangean problem in the following way
RCL function depends on the arcs' flow. Because there are no coupling constraints between variables f a and variables x k p , the Lagrangean relaxation problem for fixed values of Lagrangean multipliers λ a can be separated into two following subproblems: Subproblem 1
subject to (24) Subproblem 2
subject to (21) (22) . We assume that set X includes all variables x k p that are equal to 1.
Suproblem 1
According to the definition of LFL function and l LFL for each arc i adjacent to a (having the same origin or destination node as a). Therefore, Subproblem 1 cannot be separated into m = |A| subproblems as in [7] . Moreover, also separation into n = |V | (one subproblem for each node) is also infeasible, due to the coupling between origin and destination nodes. Thus, we propose to modify the function (31) in the following way 
It should be noted that we use LR technique to construct a robust heuristic algorithm. It isn't our goal to apply LR to find a lower bound of considered problem. Therefore, we can substitute function (31) with (33). Recall that in LRH_RCL algorithm presented in Section 5, LR technique is applied to find a starting solution for FD_RCL algorithm that uses as objective the RCL function.
Without loss of generality we can assume that the considered node v has h outgoing arcs numbered 1, 2, . . . , h. Furthermore, for simplicity we introduce the following notation e = e out v , g = f 1 + f 2 + . . . + f h . If we assume that c 0 = e, c h+1 = 0 and c 1 ≥ c 2 ≥ . . . ≥ c h , then according to definition (5) and (11) the problem (34-35) can be reformulated as
Note that the problem (36-38) can be separated into (h + 1) subproblems -one problem for each b = 0, 1,. . . ,h. Consequently, the optimal solution of (36-38) is the minimum of objective function (36) over all b = 0, 1,. . . ,h . To solve (36-38) for a fixed b, we propose an algorithm based on the Kuhn-Tucker conditions, which is referred to as KT_RCL.
Algorithm KT_RCL(b) Let d be a variable used in the algorithm. Let B, D, E be sets used in the algorithm. We assume that B := {1, 2,.., h} includes indexes of all considered arcs leaving node v.
Step 1. Calculate f a for each a = 1,. . . , h in the following way
If (e − c b ) ≤ a∈B f a ≤ (e − c b+1 ) then stop the algorithm. Otherwise, go to step 2.
Step 2. If
). Set D := ∅, E := ∅, and go to step 3.
Step 3. Let µ be a value, for which θ(µ) = 0, where
Calculate f a for each a ∈ (B -D) in the following way
Step 4 
Since the objective function (41) is convex and constraints (43-46) are linear, we can apply the Kuhn-Tucker conditions for optimality. The Kuhn-Tucker conditions for are as follows
Note that if values of f a calculated according to (39) in Step 1 satisfy constraints (45-46), we set all Kuhn-Tucker variables µ to 0. Then, constraints (43-52) holds and consequently the function (41) calculated for f a is an optimal solution of (36-39).
However, if the condition (38) is not satisfied for f a , we go to Step 3. Without loss of generality we can assume that According to our considerations, in Steps 3-4 we solve the following problem
subject to (43-44) and
Once again we can write the Kuhn-Tucker conditions as follows
Notice that if we assume that µ 1 a =0 and µ 2 a =0, we can calculate from (55) f a = c a − (1 + b)/(λ a − µ) for each a = 1,. . . , h. Next, we apply these values in (54) to write the function θ(µ) (40). In order to find µ satisfying θ(µ) = 0 we can use a simple heuristic based on golden division method. Finally, we obtain values of f a given by (41). Notice that f a satisfies the constraint (44). In Step 4, we check if the condition (43) holds. Set D includes all arcs a, for which (43) was not satisfied. If for all a ∈ (B − D) the constraint (43) is satisfied, we terminate the algorithm. Otherwise, for each a for which f a < 0, we set f a = 0 and add index a to the set D. Next, we calculate again µ. Since at least one arc was added to the set D, the value of µ grows. Consequently, in each subsequent iteration of Step 3 µ is larger then in the previous one. Let µ(a) denote the value of µ calculated in the iteration, in which a is added to the set D. Furthermore, we assume that µ is the last value of µ calculated in the final iteration. Notice that if we take values of f a found according to algorithm KT_RCL and we set
the Kuhn-Tucker conditions and constraints of the considered problem are satisfied. Therefore, we can conclude that algorithm KT_RCL finds optimal solution of (36-39) for a fixed b. γ Running the algorithm KT_RCL(b) for each b = 0, 1,. . . , h and taking the minimum of all solutions we can find the optimal solution of subproblem (34-35).
Suproblem 2
Subproblem 2 can be separated into q = |P | subproblems, one for each connection, where the subproblem for each connection is
α k p denotes the length of route k ∈ Π p . The minimum in (60-63) is attained for each connection p if we select the shortest route calculated under a metric λ a Q p . It means that the subproblem 2 consists of a number of shortest path problems. If we consider unrestricted WRA_RCL, when the index set Π p of candidate routes for connection p includes all feasible routes between the origin and destination node of connection p, a shortest path first (SPF) algorithm (e.g. Dijkstra) can be applied to solve each of subproblems (60-63) and consequently, the subproblem 2. In the restricted version WRA_RCL, in which the set of candidate routes includes only a subset of all possible routes, we must find a route for which length of this route under the metric α k p is the smallest.
Numerical Experiments
We implemented algorithms LRH_RCL and FD_RCL in C++ and performed extensive tests over networks with 36 nodes and number of arcs varying from 104 to 166. Objective of simulation tests was twofold. First, we wanted to evaluate the quality of LRH_RCL results against results of FD_RCL heuristic. Second, we wanted to compare performance of RCL function with other functions in terms of network survivability. Table 1 summarizes the parameters of all sample networks. The first column specifies the name of the parameter, next columns includes values of these parameters for each network. Let bandwidth unit (BU) denote an arbitrary unit of bandwidth, for instance 1 Mb/s. Three tested topologies are shown in Figure 1 . We run three sets of experiments. In experiments A and B, all arcs have the capacity 4800 BU to model the capacity ratio of OC-48. In experiment C, arcs have the capacity kx1200 BU (OC-12), where k=1,2,. . . , 8. In experiment A, it is assumed that there is a requirement to set up a connection for each direction of every node pair. Thus, the total number of demands (commodities) is 1260. Several demand patterns are examined for each network. However, all connections have the same bandwidth requirement in a given demand pattern.
In experiments B and C 2500 random demands are generated, i.e. origin node, destination node and bandwidth requirement are chosen for each demand at random. For each experiment we test 10 demand patterns for each network, what gives in total 210 various demand patterns. To compare results we apply the competitive ration performance indicator. The competitive ration, which indicates how well an algorithm performs for a particular network and demand pattern, is defined as the difference between result obtained for a considered algorithm and the minimum value of objective yielded by the best algorithm. For instance, if the FD_RCL yields 2500 and the LRH_RCL yields 2000 for the same simulation case; the competitive ration of FD_RCL is calculated as follows: (2500-2000)/2500=20%. The competitive ration indicates quality of particular algorithm compared to the best-found result. Low value of competitive ration means that the algorithm finds solution close to the best results obtained in a given test. For presentation of aggregate results we apply the average competitive ration, which is the average value of competitive rations for a given network topology.
In the first phase of simulation tests we compared performance of LRH_RCL and FD_LRH. In Table 2 we report detailed comparison of LRH_RCL and FD_RCL for each network and experiment. Notice that in only 7 of 210 simulation cases LRH_RCL yields the same result as FD_RCL. In all other simulations LRH_RCL can improve the result of FD_RCL. In Table 3 , for each experiment and network topology, we show the average competitive ration obtained for tested algorithms. As reported in Table 2 , LRH_RCL is never worst than FD_RCL. The largest gap between LRH_RCL and FD_RCL can be observed for the most homogenous experiment A, in which we have 1260 connections with the same bandwidth requirements. This can suggest that FD_RCL experiences premature convergence (stagnation) for this case. For experiment B and C the number of generated randomly connections is 2500. This makes the solution space much bigger and more heterogonous than in experiment A. Generally, LRH_RCL using 100 iterations can search the solution space more effectively testing more combinations of routes, what guarantees better performance. The smallest gap between LRH_RCL and FD_RCL is for network 108ring, which has the most regular topology, what reduces the number of possible routes. Consequently, the solution space is relatively small and even enlarging this space by iterative solving of subsequent Lagrangean relaxation in LRH_RCL cannot improve significantly the result. Recall that the main goal of this paper is to develop a robust method for optimization of working routes in order to prepare the network for restoration. Therefore, we have formulated a new objective function RCL. Next, we have developed a heuristic based on Lagrangean relaxation. To enable comparison of our approach against other methods, we have developed algorithms based on Lagrangean relaxation for the following functions: LFL, network delay [2] , [6] , [16] and network flow. For the last function we adopted the algorithm proposed in [5] . However, instead of feasibility-recover heuristic, we use an algorithm based on FD method. To refer to these three algorithms based on Lagrangean relaxation we use the following names: LRH_LFL, LRH_DELAY, LRH_FLOW, respectively.
For each of four tested algorithms we first assign LSPs to routes found by the algorithm. Next each arc is cut sequentially, one at a time, and the recovery is performed, in which we try to find new paths for broken LSPs. If the network is congested, some LSPs are not recovered due to limited resources of residual capacity. The lost flow function (LF) is a sum of bandwidth of such LSPs that are not restored. Consequently, LF shows the network performance after a failure of a single link failure. According to [10] the single link cut is the most probable failure in modern networks. Obviously, also other failure scenarios (node failures, multiple failures) could be considered, however we focus on the most common case. We make the same experiment for global repair and local repair.
In Table 5 and 6 we compare algorithms' performance for global and local repair, respectively. We apply the following ratings. For each of 210 cases (various in terms of network topology, traffic pattern, experiment) we give 4 points for the best algorithm, which yields the lowest value of lost flow, 3 points for the second algorithm, 2 points for the third place one and 1 point for the last one. Next, we sum these scores over 10 trials for each combination of topology and experiment. The best performance is typed bold. We can observe that performance of LRH_RCL and LRH_DELAY is comparable, however LRH_RCL provides better results for irregular mesh topologies, which are more realistic cases encountered in real networks. Only for few cases LRH_LFL offers results better than LRH_RCL and LRH_DELAY. In almost all cases LRH_FLOW is the worst algorithm. Similar trend is reported in Table 7 . In Table 8 we show the average values of average link utilization, which is calculated as the flow of all arcs divided by capacity of all arcs in the network. We can observe that in almost all cases LRH_FLOW yields shortest routes, what guarantees the lowest value of allocated flow. LRH_DELAY and LRH_LFL provide the worst performance in terms of average link utilization. However, when we compare Table 8 against Tables 5-7 , we can conclude that in terms of network survivability longer route (in hops) can be more suitable for future restoration if such a route omits strongly congested arcs.
Recall that according to our discussion presented in Section 3.2, LFL function can cause that network flows aren't scaled uniformly. To examine this problem we define the following parameter, which is calculated as mean square error of link utilization 
where η is the average value of link utilization
Note that MSE shows how uniformly are allocated links' flows. Low value of MSE indicates that the link's utilization is similar in all arcs. In Table 9 we report values of MSE for tested algorithms. The lowest value of MSE and consequently, uniform allocation of flows are provided by algorithms LRH_RCL and LRH_DELAY. Our theoretical consideration presented in Section 3.2 is confirmed by experimental results, since LRH_LFL provides higher values of MSE than LRH_RCL. Moreover, we can notice a Table 9 and Tables 5-6. Low value of MSE usually leads to effective restoration, especially for local repair. This can be explained by the fact that MSE is an indicator of how network flows are allocated in the network. Notproportional allocation of flows can lead to problems with restoration, because there are more potential bottlenecks (links with low value of residual capacity), which can block rerouting of failed LSPs. 
Concluding Remarks
Issues of network survivability have gained much attention in recent years, since a network failure, even a short one, can cause many consequences, e.g. revenue loss. In this paper we have considered an MPLS network that applies restoration to provide network survivability. Consequently, routes for connections must be selected carefully to allocate network flows accurately and enable effective rerouting of failed LSPs. We have formulated a new objective function for optimization of working routes in survivable MPLS networks. Next, we have applied the Lagrangean relaxation with subgradient optimization to obtain an effective heuristic algorithm LRH_RCL. Numerical experiments performed for various network topologies and demand patterns show that our approach can be effectively applied for survivable assignment of working routes. An interesting observation is that there is a strong correlation between the lost flow function and mean square error of link utilization. The second observation is that selection of shortest routes not always guarantees good preparation of the network to restoration of failed connections. This confirms that uniform allocation of network flows is significant and much more important than minimization of the overall network flow. From both experimental and analytical viewpoints, we can conclude that RCL function and Lagrangean relaxation yields better performance than LFL approach in terms of network survivability. Comparable results to LRH_RCL have been obtained for LRH_DELAY that facilitates the network delay function. However, for irregular mesh topologies -the most common topologies in real-life -LRH_RCL outperforms LRH_DELAY. Minimization of overall network flow, which is the objective of LRH_FLOW algorithm, doesn't guarantee good restoration after a single link failure.
In future work we want to address problems of network survivability in connectionoriented network that can carry various kinds of flows: unicast, anycast and multicast. We plan to develop a framework including formulation of objective functions and Lagrangean relaxation for optimization of working routes in order to guarantee effective restoration of broken connections after a network failure.
Optymalizacja przepływów w przeżywalnych sieciach MPLS z wykorzystaniem relaksacji Lagrangean
Streszczenie
Zagadnienia dotyczące optymalizacji sieci komputerowych zyskują w ostatnich latach na znaczeniu. Mianem "przeżywalnych" (ang. survivable) określamy sieci, które posiadają zdolność wykrycia uszkodzenia i przekonfigurowania własnych zasobów w ten sposób, aby uszkodzenie w jak najmniejszym stopniu wpłynęło na jakość działania sieci.
W tej pracy rozważamy istniejącą sieć szkieletową MPLS, która jest w trakcie użytkowania i rozbudowa tej sieci nie jest możliwa w krótkiej perspektywie czasowej. W związku z tym jedyną metodą zapewnienie "przeżywalności" w takiej sieci jest odpowiednia konfiguracja przepływów związanych z trasami podstawowymi połączeń MPLS. W tej pracy zakładamy,że dla zapewnienia "przeżywalności" stosowana jest metoda odtwarzania, w której uszkodzone połączenia MPLS są dynamicznie odtwarzane po nastąpieniu awarii. Pierwszym celem pracy jest zdefiniowanie nowej funkcji kryterialnej służącej do optymalizacji tras podstawowych dla połączeń MPLS w celu jak najlepszego przygotowania sieci do ewentualnej awarii i procesu odtwarzania. Zaproponowana funkcja RCL (and. Residual Capacity and Lost Flow in Link) wykorzystuje funkcję LFL (ang. Lost Flow in Link) wprowadzaną w poprzednich pracach autora oraz funkcję odwrotności rezydualnej przepustowości. Drugi cel pracy to zaproponowanie efektywnego algorytmu służącego do wyznaczania tras minimalizując kryterium funkcji RCL. Proponujemy zastosować metodę relaksacji Lagrangean dla konstrukcji algorytmu LRH (ang. Lagrangean Relaxation with Heuristics). W eksperymentach obliczeniowych porównujemy algorytm LRH z innymi heurystykami przedstawionymi w literaturze dla podobnych problemów optymalizacyjnych.
Uzyskane wyniki pokazują,że nowy algorytm LRH wraz z funkcją RCL zapewnia znacząco lepsze przygotowanie sieci do ewentualnej awarii i procesu odtwarzania porównując do innych metod.
